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Problems #3



Label the dots.

2

Complete.



Label the dots on these number lines.

3



How much money?

4



What number is on the Minicomputer?

5

Put the number on the Minicomputer.



6

Complete this numeral chart.



Label the dots.

7

Complete.



Draw a dot for yourself in this picture.

8

boys7-year-olds



Label the dots.
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10

Complete.



Draw red arrows for “You are my 7-friend.”

11

Draw blue arrows for “You are my 10-friend.”

You are my 10-friend

You are my 7-friend
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How many cubes?



Label the dots.

13

Label the dots.

Complete.



Write < or = or >.
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How long is the black path?                        blocks
How long is the blue path?                          blocks
How long is the red path?                           blocks
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Label the dots.
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17

Complete.



Little Red

Match the dots with the shapes. One is done for you.

18



19

Put the number on the Minicomputer. 

What number is on the Minicomputer? 



Label the dots.
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Find the area of each shape.

21



Start at 1, draw         arrows.

22

Start at 0, draw         arrows.

Start at 13, draw         arrows.

 



Solve these problems. You may draw pictures or use the Minicomputer.

23

Kim has 4 packs of balls. Each pack has 3 balls. 

How many balls in all?

Alex had 13 marbles this morning. He lost 5 marbles at the park. 

How many marbles are left?

Father wants to share 15 stickers equally among his three children.

How many stickers for each child?



Label the dots.

24



odd numbers less than 10

Put at least four numbers in this string picture.
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Label the dots.
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27

Complete.



Label the dots.

28



29

Complete.



Complete the number sentences.

30



Solve these problems.

31

Which item costs most?

Which item costs least?

Ivan has                      . What could he buy?

Drew buys 3 cookies. How much?

Flora spent 75¢. What did she buy?

How much would 2 ice creams and 1 cookie cost?

How much would it cost for 1 drink, 1 pizza, and 1 cookie?

MENU

Drink............25¢

Pizza............50¢

Ice Cream....20¢

Cookie..........15¢



32

Label the dots.


